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Foreword 

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the International Electrotechnical 
Commission) form the specialized system for worldwide standardization. National bodies that are members of 
ISO or IEC participate in the development of International Standards through technical committees 
established by the respective organization to deal with particular fields of technical activity. ISO and IEC 
technical committees collaborate in fields of mutual interest. Other international organizations, governmental 
and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO and IEC, also take part in the work. In the field of information 
technology, ISO and IEC have established a joint technical committee, ISO/IEC JTC 1. 

International Standards are drafted in accordance with the rules given in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2. 

The main task of the joint technical committee is to prepare International Standards. Draft International 
Standards adopted by the joint technical committee are circulated to national bodies for voting. Publication as 
an International Standard requires approval by at least 75 % of the national bodies casting a vote. 

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of patent 
rights. ISO and IEC shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. 

Amendment 2 to ISO/IEC 14496-1:2001 was prepared by Joint Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC 1, 
Information technology, Subcommittee SC 29, Coding of audio, picture, multimedia and hypermedia 
information. 
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Information technology – Coding of audio-visual objects
Part 1:
Systems

Amendment 2: Textual format
In subclause 0.2, replace the following sentences:
"

Elementary streams contain the coded representation of either audio or visual data or scene description
information. Elementary streams may as well themselves convey information to identify streams, to describe
logical dependencies between streams, or to describe information related to the content of the streams. Each
elementary stream contains only one type of data.

"
with

"
Elementary streams contain the coded representation of either audio or visual data or scene description
information or user interaction data. Elementary streams may as well themselves convey information to
identify streams, to describe logical dependencies between streams, or to describe information related to the
content of the streams. Each elementary stream contains only one type of data.

"

Then, add the following subclause:

"
0.6.5 Interaction Streams

The coded representations of user interaction information is not in the scope of  ISO/IEC 14496. But this
information shall be translated into scene modification and the modifications made available to the
composition process for potential use during the scene rendering.

"

In clause 4, add the  following definitions:
"
Interaction Stream
An elementary stream that conveys user interaction information.

Media Node
The following list of time dependent nodes that refers to a media stream through a URL field:  AnimationStream,
AudioBuffer, AudioClip, AudioSource, Inline, MovieTexture.

Media stream
One or more elementary streams whose ES descriptors are aggregated in one object descriptor and that are jointly
decoded to form a representation of an AV object.

Media time line
A time line expressing normal play back time of a media stream.

Seekable
A media stream is seekable if it is possible to play back the stream from any position.

Stream object
A media stream or a segment thereof. A stream object is referenced through a URL field in the scene in the form
“OD:n” or “OD:n#<segmentName>” .

"
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In subclause 8.2.3.2, replace table 2:
"

Table 2 - List of Class Tags for Commands

Tag value Tag name
0x00 forbidden
0x01 ObjectDescrUpdateTag
0x02 ObjectDescrRemoveTag
0x03 ES_DescrUpdateTag
0x04 ES_DescrRemoveTag
0x05 IPMP_DescrUpdateTag
0x06 IPMP_DescrRemoveTag
0x07 ES_DescrRemoveRefTag
0x08-0xBF Reserved for ISO (command tags)
0xC0-0xFE User private
0xFF forbidden

"

with

"

Table 2 - List of Class Tags for Commands

Tag value Tag name
0x00 forbidden
0x01 ObjectDescrUpdateTag
0x02 ObjectDescrRemoveTag
0x03 ES_DescrUpdateTag
0x04 ES_DescrRemoveTag
0x05 IPMP_DescrUpdateTag
0x06 IPMP_DescrRemoveTag
0x07 ES_DescrRemoveRefTag
0x08 ObjectDescrExecuteTag
0x09-0xBF Reserved for ISO (command tags)
0xC0-0xFE User private
0xFF forbidden

"

After 8.5.5.7.2 (ODExecute), add the following subclause:
"
8.5.5.8 ObjectDescriptorExecute

8.5.5.8.1 Syntax

class ObjectDescriptorExecute extends BaseCommand : bit(8) tag= ObjectDescriptorExecuteTag {
bit(10) objectDescriptorId[(sizeOfInstance*8)/10];

}

8.5.5.8.2 Semantics

The ObjectDescriptorExecute class instructs the terminal that Elementary streams contained therein shall be
opened as the server will transmit data on one or more of the streams. Failure by the terminal to comply may result
in data loss and/or other undefined behavior.

"
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In subclause 8.6.4.2 (Semantics), replace Tables 4 and 7 with:
"

Table 4 - sceneProfileLevelIndication Values

Value Profile Level
0x00 Reserved for ISO use -
0x01 Simple 2D profile L1
0x02 Simple 2D profile L2
0x03 Basic 2D profile L1
0x04 Core 2D profile L1
0x05 Core 2D profile L2
0x06 Main 2D profile L1
0x07 Main2D profile L2
0x08 Main 2D profile L3
0x09 Advanced 2D profile L1
0x0A Advanced 2D profile L2
0x0B Advanced 2D profile L3
0x0C-0x7F reserved for ISO use -
0x80-0xFD user private -
0xFE no scene graph profile specified -
0xFF no scene graph capability required -
NOTE — Usage of the value 0xFE indicates that the content described by this InitialObjectDescriptor
does not comply to any scene graph profile specified in ISO/IEC 14496-1. Usage of the value 0xFF
indicates that none of the scene graph profile capabilities are required for this content.

Table 7 - graphicsProfileLevelIndication Values

Value Profile Level
0x00 Reserved for ISO use
0x01 Simple 2D profile L1
0x02 Simple 2D + Text profile L1
0x03 Simple 2D + Text profile L2
0x04 Core 2D profile L1
0x05 Core 2D profile L2
0x06 Advanced 2D profile L1
0x07 Advanced 2D profile L2
0x08-0x7F reserved for ISO use
0x80-0xFD user private
0xFE no graphics profile specified
0xFF no graphics capability required
NOTE — Usage of the value 0xFE may indicate that the content described by this InitialObjectDescriptor
does not comply to any conformance point specified in ISO/IEC 14496-1. Usage of the value 0xFF
indicates that none of the graphics profile capabilities are required for this content.

"

In subclause 8.6.6.2, replace Table 8 with:
"

Table 8 - objectTypeIndication Values

Value ObjectTypeIndication Description
0x03 Interaction Stream
0x04-0x1F reserved for ISO use

"
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In subclause 8.6.6.2, replace Table 9 with:
"

Table 9 - streamType Values

streamType value stream type description
0x0A Interaction Stream
0x0B - 0x1F reserved for ISO use

"

In subclause 8.6.7.2 Semantics (of DecoderSpecificInfo), add the following paragraph:
"

For values of DecoderConfigDescriptor.objectTypeIndication that refer to interaction streams,
the decoder specific information is:

class UIConfig extends DecoderSpecificInfo : bit(8) tag=DecSpecificInfoTag {
bit(8) deviceNamelength;
bit(8) deviceName[deviceNamelength];
bit(8) devSpecInfo[sizeOfInstance – deviceNamelength - 1];

}

with

deviceNameLength –indicates the number of bytes in the deviceName field

deviceName –indicates the name of the class of device, which allows the terminal to invoke the appropriate
interaction decoder.

devSpecInfo –is a opaque container with information for a device specific handler.

"

After subclause 8.6.18.13.3 (SegmentDescriptor, MediaTimeDescriptor), add the following new subclauses:
"
8.6.18.14Segment Descriptor

8.6.18.14.1 Syntax

class SegmentDescriptor extends OCI_Descriptor : bit(8) tag=SegmentDescriptorTag {
double  start;
double  duration;
bit(8)  segmentNameLength;
bit(8)  segmentName [segmentNameLength];

};

8.6.18.14.2 Semantics

The segment descriptor defines labeled segments within a media stream with respect to the media time line. A
segment for a given media stream is declared by conveying a segment descriptor with appropriate values as part of
the object descriptor that declares that media stream. Conversely, when a segment descriptor exists in an object
descriptor, it refers to all the media streams in that object descriptor. Segments can be referenced from the scene
description through url fields of media nodes.

In order to use segment descriptors for the declaration of segments within a media stream, the notion of a media
time line needs to be established. The media time line of a media stream may be defined through use of media
time descriptor (see 8.6.18.15). In the absence of such explicit definitions, media time of the first composition unit of
a media stream is assumed to be zero. In applications where random access into a media stream is supported, the
media time line is undefined unless the media time descriptor mechanism is used.

start – specifies the media time (in seconds) of the start of the segment within the media stream.

duration – specifies the duration of the segment in seconds. A negative value denotes an infinite duration.

SegmentNameLength – the length of the segmentName field in characters.
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segmentName – a Unicode [3] encoded string that labels the segment. The first character of the segmentName
shall be an alphabetic character.  The other characters may be alphanumeric, _, -, or a space character.

8.6.18.15MediaTimeDescriptor

8.6.18.15.1 Syntax

class MediaTimeDescriptor extends OCI_Descriptor : bit(8) tag=MediaTimeDescrTag {
double  mediaTimeStamp;

};

8.6.18.15.2 Semantics

The media time descriptor conveys a media time stamp. The descriptor establishes the mapping between the
object time base and the media time line of a media stream. This descriptor shall only be conveyed within an OCI
stream. The startingTime, absoluteTimeFlag and duration fields of the OCI event carrying this
descriptor shall be set to 0. The association between the OCI stream and the corresponding media stream is
defined by an object descriptor that aggregates ES descriptors for both of them (see 8.7.1.3).

mediaTimeStamp – a time stamp indicating the media time (MT, in seconds) of the associated media stream
corresponding to the composition time (CT) of the access unit conveying the media time descriptor. Media time
values MT(AUn) of other access units of the media stream can be calculated from the composition time CT(AUn) for
that access unit as follows:

MT(AUn) = CT(AUn) – CT + MT

with MT and CT being the mediaTimeStamp and compositionTimeStamp (converted to seconds) values,
respectively, for the access unit conveying the media time descriptor.

Note – When media time descriptor is used to associate a media time line with a media stream, the notion of “media time zero”
does not necessarily correspond to the notion of “beginning of the stream.

"

Replace subclause 9.2.1.6 with:

"
9.2.1.6 Time

9.2.1.6.1 Stream Objects

A Media Stream consists of one or more elementary streams whose ES descriptors are aggregated in one object
descriptor and that are jointly decoded to form a representation of an AV object. Such streams may be streamed in
response to player requests, in particular in the case of Media nodes that control play back of media. Streams may
be seekable, in which case the stream can be played from any (randomly accessible) time position in the stream, or
they may be non-seekable, in which case the player has no control over the playback of the stream, as is the case
in broadcast scenarios.

9.2.1.6.2 Time-dependent Media Nodes

This specification defines the notion of a Media Node. Such nodes control the opening and playback of remote
streams and are time-dependent nodes.

The url field of a media node shall contain at most one element which must point to a complete media stream, i.e.
it is of the form “OD:n”. Media Nodes may become active or inactive based on the value of their startTime and
stopTime fields. The mediaTime of the played stream is controlled by a MediaControl node, and is not dependent
on the startTime and stopTime in the media Node.

The semantics of the loop, startTime and stopTime exposedFields and the isActive eventOut in time-
dependent nodes are as described in ISO/IEC 14772-1:1998, subclause 4.6.9 [10]. startTime, stopTime and
loop apply only to the local start, pause and restart of these nodes. In the case of media Nodes, these fields affect
the delivery of the stream attached to media nodes as described below. The following media nodes exist:
AnimationStream, AudioBuffer, AudioClip, AudioSource, MovieTexture, TimeSensor.
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When a media node becomes active and the stream associate with that media node is already active, the media
node simply joins the session.  If the stream is not active when the media node becomes active, the stream
becomes active; i.e. it is played.

When a media node becomes inactive, the stream shall become inactive if there are no other active media nodes
referring to that stream, otherwise the stream remains active.

Loop and speed in a MediaControl node shall over-ride the same fields, when they exist, in any media node
referencing the controlled stream. These fields retain their semantics when no controlling MediaControl node is
present in the scene.

9.2.1.6.3 Time fields in BIFS nodes

Several BIFS nodes have fields of type SFTime that identify a point in time at which an event occurs (change of a
parameter value, start of a media stream, etc). Depending on the individual field semantics, these fields may
contain time values that refer either to an absolute position on the time line of the BIFS stream or that define a time
duration.

As defined in 9.2.1.4, the speed of the flow of time for events in a BIFS stream is determined by the time base of
the BIFS stream. This determines unambiguously durations expressed by relative SFTime values like the
cycleTime field of the TimeSensor node. The time base of a stream can be modified by the
TemporalTransform node which is used to synchronize different streams.

The semantics of some SFTime fields is such that the time values shall represent an absolute position on the time
line of the BIFS stream (e.g. startTime in MovieTexture). This absolute position is defined as follows:

Each node in the scene description has an associated point in time at which it is inserted in the scene graph or at
which an SFTime field in such a node is updated through a CommandFrame in a BIFS access unit (see 9.2.1.3).
The value in the SFTime field as coded in the delivered BIFS command is the positive offset from this point in time
in seconds. The absolute position on the time line shall therefore be calculated as the sum of the composition time
of the BIFS access unit and the value of the SFTime field.

NOTE 1 — Absolute time in ISO/IEC 14772-1:1998 is defined slightly differently. Due to the non-streamed nature of the scene
description in that case, absolute time corresponds to wallclock time in [10].

EXAMPLE � The example in Figure shows a BIFS access unit that is to become valid at CTS. It conveys a node that has an
associated media elementary stream. The startTime of this node is set to a positive value �t. Hence, startTime will occur �t
seconds after the CTS of the BIFS access unit that has incorporated this node (or the value of the startTime field) in the scene
graph.

OCRstream

BIFS time line

BIFS stream

OCR OCR OCR OCR OCR

BIFS AU BIFS AU

CTS

Media time line

Media stream CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU

0

0

�t
CTS+����t

Figure 12 - Media start times and CTS

"
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The following sentence should be added to subclause 9.2.2.7.1:
"

In the case of InputSensor, the node includes a reference to an object descriptor that indicates which user
interaction stream is associated with the node.

"

Add a new subclause after subclause 9.2.2.7.2 (URL : segment syntax):
"
9.2.2.7.3 Object descriptor references in URL fields

The url fields in several nodes contain references to media streams. Depending on the profile and level settings
(see clause 15), references to media streams are made through object descriptor Ids. The textual syntax for the url
fields in this case is as follows:

“od:<number>” - refers to the object descriptor with the id <number>.

“od:<number>#<segmentName>” - refers to the stream object defined within the object descriptor with the id
<number> that has the name <segmentName>.

“od:<number>#<segmentName1>:<segmentName2>” - refers to all stream objects defined within the object
descriptor with the id <number> that start at the same time or later as <segmentName1> and that and at the same
time or earlier than <segmentName2>

“od:<number>#<segmentName1>+” - refers to all stream objects defined within the object descriptor with the id
<number> start start at the same time or later as <segmentName1> until the end of the media stream.

"

Replace subclause 9.3.7.20.2 (SFUrl Semantics) with:
"
9.3.7.20.2 Semantics

The “od:” URL scheme is used in an url field of a BIFS node to refer to an object descriptor. The integer
immediately following the “od:” prefix identifies the ObjectDescriptorID. For example, “od:12” refers to object
descriptor number 12.

If the SFUrl refers to an object descriptor, the ObjectDescriptorID is coded as a 10-bit integer. If the SFUrl
refers to a segment of a media stream (“od:12#<segmentName>”) and in all other cases the URL is sent as an
SFString.

"

In subclause 9.4.2, insert the following subclause between the specifications of the Inline node and the Layer2D
node:
"
9.4.2.63 InputSensor

9.4.2.63.1 Node interface
InputSensor {
 exposedField SFBool enabled TRUE
 exposedField SFString buffer ""
 exposedField SFString url ""
 eventOut SFTime eventTime
}

NOTE — For the binary encoding of this node see Annex H.3.11.

9.4.2.63.2 Functionality and semantics

The InputSensor node is used to add entry points for user inputs into a BIFS scene. It allows user events to trigger
updates of the value of a field or the value of an element of a multiple field of an existing node.
Input devices are modelled as devices that generate frames of user input data. A device data frame (DDF) consists
in a list of values of any of the allowed types for node fields. Values from DDFs are used to update the scene. For
example, the DDF definition for a simple mouse is:
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MouseDataFrame [[
SFVec2f cursorPosition
SFBool singleButtonDown
]]

Note: The encoding of the DDF is implementation-dependent. Devices may send only complete DDF or sometimes
subsets of DDF as well.

The buffer field is a buffered bit string which contains a list of BIFS-Commands in the form of a CommandFrame
(see 9.3.6.2). Allowed BIFS-Commands are the following:  FieldReplacement (see 9.3.6.14),
IndexedValueReplacement (see 9.3.6.15) and NodeDeletion with a NULL node argument (see 9.3.7.3.2). The
buffer shall contain a number of BIFS-Commands that matches the number of fields in the DDF definition for the
attached device. The type of the field replaced by the nth  command in the buffer shall match the type of the nth

field in the DDF definition.

The url field specifies the data source to be used (see  9.2.2.7.1). The url field shall point to a stream of type
UserInteractionStream, which “access units” are DDFs.

When the enabled is set to TRUE, upon reception of a DDF, each value (in the order of the DDF definition) is
placed in the corresponding replace command according to the DDF definition, then the replace command is
executed. These updates are not time-stamped; they are executed at the time of the event, assuming a zero-
decoding time. It is not required that all the replace commands be executed when the buffer is executed. Each
replace command in the buffer can be independently triggered depending on the data present in the current DDF.
Moreover, the presence in the buffer field of a NodeDeletion command at the nth position indicates that the value
of the DDF corresponding to the nth field of the DDF definition shall be ignored.

The eventTime eventOut carrying the current time is generated after a DDF has been processed.

EXAMPLE � A typical use of this node is to handle the inputs of a keyboard.

9.4.2.63.3 Adding New Devices and Interoperability

In order to achieve interoperability when defining new devices, the way to use InputSensor with the new device
needs to be specified. The following steps are necessary:

define the content of the DDF definition: this sets the order and type of the data coming from the device and
then mandates the content of the InputSensor buffer.

define the deviceName string which will designate the new device.
define the optional devSpecInfo of UIConfig.

 Note: the bitstream syntax does not need to change.

9.4.2.63.4 Keyboard Mappings

The KeySensor mapping is defined as follows.
The KeySensor DDF definition is:

KeySensorDataFrame [[
  SFInt32 keyPressed
  SFInt32 keyReleased
  SFInt32 actionKeyPressed
  SFInt32 actionKeyReleased
  SFBool  shiftKeyChanged
  SFBool  controlKeyChanged
  SFBool  altKeyChanged
]]

keyPress and keyRelease events are generated as keys which produce characters are pressed and released on
the keyboard. The value of these events is a string of length 1 containing the single UTF-8 character associated
with the key pressed. The set of UTF-8 characters that can be generated will vary between different keyboards and
different implementations.

actionKeyPress and actionKeyRelease events are generated as 'action' keys are pressed and released on the
keyboard. The value of these events are:
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       KEY  VALUE KEY VALUE KEY VALUE
       HOME 13 END 14 PGUP 15
       PGDN 16 UP 17 DOWN 18
       LEFT 19 RIGHT 20 F1-F12 1-12

shiftKeyChanged, controlKeyChanged, and altKeyChanged events are generated as the shift, alt and control keys
on the keyboard are pressed and released. Their value is TRUE when the key is pressed and FALSE when the key
is released.

The KeySensor UIConfig.devSpecInfo is empty.

The KeySensor deviceName is “KeySensor”

The StringSensor mapping is defined as follows.
The StringSensor DDF definition is:

StringSensorDataFrame [[
  SFString enteredText
  SFString finalText
]]

The StringSensor UIConfig.devSpecInfo contains 2 UTF-8 strings: the first one is called terminationCharacter and
the second one is called deletionCharacter. When no devSpecInfo is provided, the default terminationCharacter is
‘\r’ and the default deletionCharacter is ‘\b’.

enteredText events are generated as keys which produce characters are pressed on the keyboard. The value of
this event is the UTF-8 string entered including the latest character struck. The set of UTF-8 characters that can be
generated will vary between different keyboards and different implementations. If deletionCharacter is provided, the
previously entered character in the enteredText is removed. The deletionCharacter field contains a string
comprised of one UTF-8 character. It may be a control character. If the deletionCharacter is the empty string, no
deletion operation is provided.

The finalText event is generated whenever a sequence of keystrokes are recognized which match the keys in the
terminationText string. When this recognition occurs, the enteredText is moved to the finalText and the enteredText
is set to the empty string. This causes both a finalText event and an enteredText event to be generated.

The StringSensor deviceName is “StringSensor”

9.4.2.63.5 Mouse Mappings

The Mouse mapping is defined as follows.
The Mouse DDF definition is:

MouseDataFrame [[
  SFVec2f position
  SFBool  leftButtonDown
  SFBool  middleButtonDown
  SFBool  rightButtonDown
  SFFloat wheel
]]

position is specified in screen coordinates, pixels or meter as specified in the BifsConfig. leftButtonDown becomes
true when the left button is down, and false otherwise. Likewise for the middle and right buttons respectively. wheel
values are: 0 when the wheel is inactive, +1 (resp. –1) when the wheel is moved forward (resp. backward) by one
delta.
The Mouse UIConfig.devSpecInfo is empty.
The Mouse deviceName is “Mouse”.

Note: This mouse mapping can be used with mice with 1 button, 2 buttons or 3 buttons, and possibly a
wheel. DDF fields for missing buttons or wheel are simply never activated.

"
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After 9.4.2.71 (MatteTexture, MediaBuffer,  MediaControl, MediaSensor), add the following subclauses:
"

9.4.2.72 MatteTexture

9.4.2.72.1 Node interface

MatteTexture {
field SFNode surfaceA NULL
field SFNode surfaceB NULL
field SFNode alphaSurface NULL
exposedField SFString operation “”
field SFBool overwrite FALSE
exposedField SFFloat fraction 0
exposedField MFFloat parameter 0

}

NOTE — For the binary encoding of this node see Annex H.6.2.

9.4.2.72.2 Functionality and semantics

The MatteTexture  node uses image compositing operations to combine the image data from two surfaces onto
a third surface.  The result of the compositing operation is computed at the resolution of surfaceB.  If the size of
surfaceA differs from that of surfaceB, the image data on surfaceA is zoomed up or down before performing
the operation.

The compositing operations that are defined are capable of being hardware accelerated using low-cost, widely
available graphics accelerators.

The surfaceA, surfaceB and alphaSurface fields specify the three surfaces that provide the input image data
for the compositing operation. Not all three surfaces have to specified. In particular, there are unary, binary, and
ternary operations.  Each of these fields can contain any MPEG-4 texture node.  These include
CompositeTexture2D, CompositeTexture3D, PixelTexture, MovieTexture, ImageTexture and MatteTexture

The operation field specifies what compositing function to perform on the input surfaces.

The parameter and fraction  fields provides one or more floating point parameters that can alter the effect of the
compositing function.  The specific interpretation of the parameter values depends upon which operation is
specified.

The overwrite field indicates whether the MatteTexture  node should allocate a new surface for storing the
result of the compositing operation (overwrite = FALSE) or whether the data stored on surfaceB should be
overwritten with  the results of the compositing operation (overwrite = TRUE).

Note:Authors should only set overwrite to TRUE when they are certain that overwriting the contents of surfaceB will not have
any adverse side-effects.

The possible values for operation are:

Unary Operations operate on the texture in the surfaceB field:“INVERT” replaces the value C in each channel
of with 1-C.  The parameter field is used to specify whether or not channels containing alpha are inverted.  If
parameter is 0, then alpha channels are not inverted.  If parameter is 1, then alpha channels are inverted.

“OFFSET” shifts the image DX pixels to the right and DY pixels to the top.  Negative DX and DY values shift the
image left and down, respectively. The DX and DY value are taken as the first two values in the parameter field.
The color of pixels that are exposed by the OFFSET operation is set to black with an alpha value of 1.

“SCALE” scales each channel independently by multiplying the color in channel i by the value in parameter[i].
Pixel color and alpha values are clamped to the range 0 to 1.“BIAS” modifies the color in channel i by adding to it
the value in parameter[i].  Pixel color and alpha values are clamped to the range 0 to 1.
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“BLUR” performs a Gaussian blur operation on the image. The Gaussian blur kernel is an approximation of the
normalized convolution:

H(x) = exp(-x2/ (2s2)) / sqrt(2* pi*s2)

Where ‘s’ is the standard deviation.

The value of stdDeviation is specified in the parameter field and can be either one or two numbers. If two numbers
are provided, the first number represents a standard deviation value along the x-axis of the surface and the second
value represents a standard deviation along the y-axis. If one number is provided, then that value is used for both x
and y.  Even if only one value is provided for stdDeviation, this can be implemented as a separable convolution.

Note: For larger values of 's' (s >= 2.0), an approximation may be used: Three successive box-blurs build a piece-
wise quadratic convolution kernel, which approximates the Gaussian kernel to within roughly 3%.

let d = floor(s * 3*sqrt(2*pi)/4 + 0.5)

... if d is odd, use three box-blurs of size 'd', centered on the output pixel.

... if d is even, two box-blurs of size 'd' (the first one centered one pixel to the left, the second one centered one
pixel to the right of the output pixel) and one box blur of size 'd+1' centered on the output pixel.

“COLOR_MATRIX” multiplies the RGBA value of each pixel by a matrix:

|R'|   |a00 a01 a02 a03|   |R|
|G'|   |a10 a11 a12 a13| * |G|
|B'| = |a20 a21 a22 a23|   |B|
|A'|   |a30 a31 a32 a33|   |A|
 
This matrix can be used for many purposes, including swapping channels and performing color space conversions.
The matrix values are given in row order in the parameter field.

As an example, the following matrix swaps the red and blue channels:

| 0 0 1 0 |
| 0 1 0 0 |
| 1 0 0 0 |
| 0 0 0 1 |
 
 The following matrix converts luminance to alpha:
 
|   0    0     0   0 |
|   0    0     0  0 |
|   0     0     0  0 |
| 0.299 0.587 0.114 0 |

Binary Operations operate on the textures in the surfaceB and either  the surfaceA or alphaSurface
fields:

"REPLACE_ALPHA" combines the RGB channels of surfaceB with the alpha channel from alphaSurface.  If
alphaSurface has 1 component (grayscale intensity only), that component is used as the alpha values.  If
alphaSurface has 2 or 4 components (grayscale intensity+alpha or RGBA), the alpha channel is used to provide
the alpha values.  If alphaSurface has 3 components (RGB), the operation is undefined.  This operation can be
used to provide static or dynamic alpha masks for static or dynamic imagery.  For example, a texture node could
render an animating James Bond character against a transparent background.  The alpha from this image could
then be used as a mask shape for a video clip.

"MULTIPLY_ALPHA" behaves just like REPLACE_ALPHA, except the alpha values from alphaSurface are
multiplied with the alpha values from surfaceB.
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